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Tax credits
providing
tuition relief
by NATALIE S. OWENS
reporter

There are ways available
for students to receive help
to pay for college other than
scholarships, loans and
work-study.
Students may also receive
tax credits that were made
available to students after
President Clinton signed the
Taxpayer ReliefAct of 1997.
The act created the Hope
tax credittaxandcredit.
the Lifetime
Learning
The Hope tax credit provides up to $1,500 dollars per
student. The money is for
qualified tuition and related
expenses, which includes
admission, tuition and
course fees. It does not
include student activity fees,
room and board or athletic
fees.
Students are only eligible
for the Hope tax credit the
first two years of their post
secondary education.
However, any post-secondary student may be eligible for the Lifetime Leaming
tax credit. This gives tax
credit equal to 20 percent of
qualified expenses, but no
more than $5,000 dollars per
taxpayer.
With the new tax credits,
institutions are recommended to give financial information to help students or parents claim their tax credits,
Barry Beckett, director of
student
said. financial systems,
.
Some universities outsource the information by
allowing other vendors to
handle it, Beckett said.
Marshall uses its own
resources to get the information out to students and parents.
The Office of the Bursar
handles the issue and
answers questions dealing
with the tax credits, Beckett
said.
The office also sends the
financial information to students and parents along with
IRSBeckett
information, he said.
said for the 1998
tax year Marshall mailed
more than 21,000 informational forms to students and
parents.They also answered
questions students or parents might have had concerning the tax credits.
"We are pleased with what
Marshall was able to do with
the service,"Beckett said.
He said he thinks by doing
the service on their own,
they saved Marshall alot of
money.
Robert Collier, manager of
student accounts, agrees.
Collier said the percentage of
questions and concerns they
have had about the tax credits is very low.
Students and parents may
look at the Bursar Web site
to find out additional information about the tax credits
at www.marshall.edu/bursar.

MORE INFO

The Hope tax credit
provides up to $1,500
dollars for qualified
tuition and related
expenses.
The Lifetime Learning
tax credit gives tax credit equal to 20 percent of
qualified expenses, but
no more than $5,000 per
tax payer.
More Information is
available at www.marshall.edu/bursar.

Construction to provide housing, parking
Marshall University's student newspaper - Celebrating 101 years!

by LAURA B. TURLEY
reporter

January 2000.
Dr. K. Edward Grose, vice
president for operations, calls
the project a"win, win, win" situation.
' We will get quality student
housing, we will get rid of
asbestos and liability from the
old Doctor's Memorial Building,
and we will get a parking
garage, which will provide
parking for the tenants and

hopefully some extra parking
for other students," Grose said.
Jefferson at Beechwood,
named after the famous Beech
tree that once stood at Old Main,
will have 800 beds and will be
constructed at the site where the
Doctor's Memorial Building currently stands.
The 1,000-space parking
garage will be built between
17th and 18th streets. About
.
,.
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step is to acquire all the private
properties, such as homes on
the site, in the name of the
Student housing and parking
Marshall
University Financing
woes may be reduced when a
Foundation (MUFF). which is
new construction project begins
directly
affiliated
with the uniearly next year.
versity.
Jefferson Properties IncorpNext,
MUFF
will
enter a
orated from Irving, Texas, will
ground lease with The
begin construction of an apartUniversity Financing Foundment building and parking
ation (TUFF). TUFF is anongarage for Marshall students in
profit organization that sells
bonds to investors and pays
back their yields, Burke said.
After entering the ground
lease, TUFF will.hire JPI to construct
garage, hethesaid.apartment and
JPI then would borrow the
money for the project, Grose said.
MUFF and Marshall will have
no liability for the housing
• because JPI and TUFF will bor•row the money, and build the
apartments and garage, Grose
said.
In 30 years, when the project
debt will be paid off, the property will revert from TUFF to
MUFF,Burke said.
Bonds will be used to fund
the project. They will be sold
by TUFF to private investors.
After the bonds are issued,
removal of the Doctor's
Memorial Building and new
construction are expected to
begin in January 2000.
The project, which includes
the apartment building and
parking
cost about
$38 to $40garage,
million,willGrose
said.
Jefferson
at
Beechwood
is
lllustrat,on courtooy of Jefferson Properties Incorporated scheduled to open in the fall
Jefferson at Beechwood will provide 800 beds and 1,000 parking spaces at the site where the Doctor's Memorial Building currently stands. 2001.

.

half of the spaces will be for the
apartment tenants, Grose said.
' The student housing project is
avery complex approach to providing quality student housing
and parking for students," he
said.
The "complex approach"
begins with Marshall easing
the land to JPI, Grose said.
Warren H. Burke Jr., project
manager for JPI, said the next

~
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All funding back for SGA
by CARRIE A. SMITH
reporter

Since Gov. Cecil Underwood
lifted the freeze on hiring,
travel and major capital
expenditures, the Student
Government Association can
now distribute funding to student organizations.
The governmental freeze was
in response to adecision made
by Chief U. S. District Judge
Charles H. Haden II that
banned mountaintop removal
in the state of West Virginia.
Last week, the SGA was
forced to table two bills that
would have provided funding
to student organizations for
out-of-state trips.
At Tuesday's Student Senate
meeting, Greg Andrew, finance
committee chairman, said the
senate can now vote to allocate
funding to the National Student

"I want to be an
active student who
encourages
participation from
athers."
Jrunes
W. Hopkins,
Fayetteville graduate
student

Speech Hearing Language
Association (NSSHLA) and the
Student Nurses' Association.
The senate passed both bills.
NSSHLA will receive $400 to
attend a conference in San
Francisco and the Student
Nurses' Association will
receive $500 for members to
attend a seminar to prepare
them for state boards.
' We still encourage student
organizations to submit funding packets to the SGA, but

they
to keepcould
in mindfreeze
that
the need
governor
money
again
instantaneously,"
Andrew said.
In other matters at Tuesday's
meeting, anew senator and a
Student Court justice were
approved by the senate.
James W. Hopkins III,
Fayetteville graduate student,
will represent the Graduate
College in the Student Senate.
"I want to be an active student who encourages participation from others," Hopkins
said, "and Iwill help student
organizations receive money
as well as participate in community service projects."
Shelly Van Meter, Bridgeport
senior, will serve on the
Student Court.
meets at
4The
p.m.Student
TuesdaysSenate
in Memorial
Student Center 2W29B. The
meetings are open to the public.

Classwork becomes artwork
and transfers.
Senior art on display work
Gessner, aParkersburg senior
who
will
graduate in December,
in Birke Art Gallery said
she prefers working with
mixed-media because it allows
by KRISTINA WISE
reporter

her to combine several of her
artistic talents.
"I like to work on my drawClasswork has become art- ings,
then scan them into the
work as a collection of art by computer
Ican do more with
students is being exhibited in them thatsoway,"
Gessner said.
the Birke Art Gallery.
Gessner said she had an
The senior exhibit opened with interest
in
art
at
avery young
areception Sunday from 1-3 p.m.
but it wasn't until college
when students greeted visitors age,
that
she
found
her
abilities in
and discussed their work. The
arts. Her work has
show features art by students graphic
been
exhibited
several
at
Rebecca M. Cordle, April Y. the Birke Art Gallery.times
After
Gessner, Ian S. Leggat, Rebecca graduation,
she
will
be
joining
A. Recco and Brian Sutphin. the Peace Corps.
Acumulative exhibition of
Huntington senior,
art is arequired part of gradu- alsoSutphin,
graduate in December
ation requirements for most art and will
plans
to go to graduate
majors.
school in the fall. His exhibited
This exhibit features stu- work
is
a
series
paintings.
dents' work from the past four "I tend to workofinoilaseries
like
years in avariety of areas, from this,
so
the
paintings
alot
painting and drawing to mixed- more impact when have
they
are
media, computer-generated shown together" Sutphin said.

C
riminal
justice
job
fair
tofeature 55agencies
by RYAN WHEELER
rep9,rter

Law enforcement agencies
are taking their turn at invading campus this week.
The Criminal Justice Department is entertaining representatives from 55 agencies
including law schools and
graduate schools as well as
federal and state law organizations as part of adepartment
career fair, according to apress
release.
The fair is scheduled for
Wednesday from 1-3:30 p.m.in
the Don Morris Room of the
Memorial Student Center.
Students canagencies
test forattwo4plaw
enforcement
.m.
The Lexington Police Department will conduct tests in Smith
Hall Washington,
154, the Metro
Transit
from
D.C., will
give

tests in Smith Hall 413.
' Dr. Sam Dameron, criminal
justice professor, said any student can find opportunities at
the fair.
"They are looking for people
in social work, victim services,
people interested in law
school," he said.
"There will be grad schools
there, too, looking for students,
not just criminal justice students."
Nearly every student at
Marshall can find agencies at
the
fair from
all overtothe
try that
are looking
hirecounstudents for jobs and intern opportunities, he said.
Dameron suggested students
bring resumes and dress appropriately.
More information is available
by calling the Department of
Criminal Justice at 696-3196.

The paintings were done
from a series
Sutphin
took. of photographs
"I don't stick exclusively to
the photos," Sutphin said. "I
depart from them whenever I
think Ican do abetter job."
Cordle exhibited watercolors
feature many outdoor scenes,
which are explained in her
artist's statement.
"I am often awestruck by the
majesty yet humbleness of
nature. I want to capture this
contradiction in my landscape
paintings," Cordle writes.
Other student works featured
in the gallery are Recco'scharcoal drawings and oil paintings,
as well as Leggat's photography, corporate packages and
transfers.
Seniors' and graduate students' work will be exhibited
throughout the semester in the
Birke Art Gallery.
photo by Andrea Copley
The next exhibit is Mary
Cooke's graduate show, which Senior Rebecca A. Recco's oil on canvas, "Iris," is one of the
opens Nov. 15.
featured exhibits by students on di1play in the Birke Art Gallery.

f

PoliceBUCKHANNON
chief dies
of heart attack
- Buckhannon Police Chief and Upshur

County Commissioner Fred Gaudet died early this morning at his
home, Buckhannon Mayor Elizabeth Poundstone said.
Gaudet, 50, died of aheart attack, she said.
Gaudet had been police chief since 1993. He was elected
to the county commission last year. Gaudet was aformer two-term
Upshur County sheriff. Poling-St. Clair Funeral Home in
Buckhannon is in charge of arrangements.
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removal mining
Seve11- kil ed in shooting; Mountaintop
crucial
factor
in
governor
race
suspect In ponce custody
by STEPHEN SINGER

by BAUCE DUNFORD

The Associated Press
HONOLULU
AXerox
copier repairman- shot
and
killed seven co-workers in his
office building Tuesday morning, then fled in acompany van,
authorities said. After several
hours of negotiations with
police, he was in police custody.
The gunfire erupted shortly
after 8a.m. (1 p.m. EST) in an
industrial
sectionWaikiki
of Honolulu,
far from the
t.ourist
district. Five victims were
found
dead
in
a conference
room and two other bodies
were found nearby.
had been shot with a9
rnmAll
handgun, authorit~ said.
Two hours after the shooting,
police
surrounded
the suspect
and began
trying t.o talk him
into surrendering. He was taken
into custody in the afternoon.
Police identified the gunman as 40-year-old _Byran
Uesugi, who joined Xerox
Corp. in 1984.
As acustomer service engineer, he traveled to various
sites to service and 'tepair
printers and copiers, Xerox
said.
"It appears as though it was
a disgruntled employee who
snapped," Mayor Jeremy
Harris said.
Police would not comment
on amotive.
Uesugi was amember of his
high school rifle team and had

"The cops were about
a9-iron away from
the van. We were
definitely in the line
of fire."

Davidwitness
Wallace,
up to 17 weapons registered in
his name. "This could have
been much, much worse," the
mayor said.
By late morning in Makiki
Heights, aresidential neighborhood near the shooting scene,
negotiators were talking with
the suspect through abullhorn.
He could be seen pacing back
and forth outside the van.
Police cordoned off a halfmile area around the vehicle,
which is near the Hawaii
Nature Center. About 60
fourth-graders and 12 chaperones were on a nature hike
when
higherpolice
ground.t.old them to get to
Aschool bus with two rifletoting police officers then took
the students to safety.
Aseparate group of firstgraders on afield trip also were
evacuated in the afternoon.
About 10 homes were also evacuaW
re$idents set
up lawnNeighborhood
chairs in the streets to
watch the situation unfold.
David Wallace was riding his
mot.orcycle through Makiki's
winding roads when he spotted

The Associated Press
the"The
standoff.
CHARLESTON
-A very difcops were about a9landscape
- Gov.
real and
iron away from the van," he ferent
political
confronts
said. "We were definitely in Underwood as he launches hisCecil
rethe line of fire."
bid today.
Xerox employees were taken election
Bitter
arguments
over
mounacross the street from the buildremoval mining and a
ing t.o be .ciuestioned by police taintop
more unified Democratic Party
and helped by counselors.
than
in
1996 could change the
Another Xerox building, in
of next year's race.
downtown Honolulu, was evac- dynamics
But
Underwood,
uated in case the gunman 77 Friday, said he willwhonotturns
alter
headed that way.
focustechnology,
on education,
job creAll seven victims were male his
ation,
government
Xerox employee6 who were efficiency and health and
shot
on thebuilding,
6econd floorauthoriof the human services issues that he
two-story
targeted when he took office in
ties said. They ranged in age January
1997.
from 33 to 58.
"I see no reason to change
"It's ashock for all ofus. We
he said Monday. "I have
have such asafe community them,"
to run on my record. Ihave no
with almost no violent crime," concerns
about that."
the mayor said.
An opponent
claims amajor
"To have someone snap like shift
in
support
since 1996 when
this and murder seven people many Democrats
abandoned
is just absolutely appalling." their candidate, Charlotte
Xerox employs 92,700 peo- and backed Underwood. Pritt,
ple worldwide and 148 people
"This atotally different race,"
in Honolulu.
said Rep. Bob Wise, who is seekIt was the latest of several ing
the Democratic
workplace killings across the for governor.
"We're nomination
bringing a
United States this year.
lot
of
Democrats
home."
In Pelham, Ala., 34-year-old
Underwood,
who
a
Alan Miller was charged with war chest of more thanboasts
milkilling two co-workers at their lion, said he knows he $1cannot
office Aug. 5, then killing a win with straight-ticket voting.
third person at a company "That's avery real political fact
where he used to work.
he said.
Just one week earlier, Mark of life,"governor
has wooed voters
Barton, 44, killed nine people inThe
traditionally
coun-t.o
and wounded 13 others at two ties in southernDemocratic
Virginia
brokerage firms in Atlanta, blunt potentiallyWest
overwhelming
then killed himself.
opposition. In 1996, he outpolled
Pritt in Meteer, Raleigh and

McCain allies urge voters to register as independents
by WALTER R. MEARS

The Associated Press

Republican forum Thursday way you're going to do that is (to)
night in Hanover, and in ques- clean up this special interest rultion-and-answer sessions in ing of our government."
Walpole and Peterborough the He said he could do that from
next day1 McCain pressed his ' the White House..
central issue,
campaign finance "If Iwere elected president of
reform,. as the gateway to the United States, it would be
reforming the other ills of fed- with aclear mandate to clean
eralIt isgovernment.
up this mess," McCain said in
amessage
Peterborough.
persuasive
with thethatkindcould
of vot-be The
said he watched on televiers who opt against registering sion as Gore and Bradley met for
in either political party.
the first time the night before the
Tuxes, rights,
pork barrel
spending, G<?P
sa_w theseveral
campatients'
the environment,
prugnforum.
money~ISsuehe raised
his list is inclusive - special times during the televised sesinterests block the way, he says, sion. Gore and Bradley both favor
and won't be stopped so long as the campaign finance reform legthey can pour money int.o politics. islation that McCain co-sponHe's hit an annual dead end sored.
in the Senate on his bill to over- McCain said he believes his
haul the campaign finance sys- message resonates when indetem. McCain said he could pendents can opt between parties
change that in 2000.
and vote by secret ballot, better
"I want to be president ... than in "the very different procebecause
I
want
t
.
o
reform
governdure"
of theisIowa
caucus.competing
ment,"candidate
he said inforum.
his finale
the McCain
not really
GOP
"Theatonly

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. After Republican Sen. John
McCain's hour on the Town Hall
stage, a local ally took the
microphone to urge any
Democrats
in theascrowd
t.o hurry
up and register
independents
so they can vote for McCain in
the primary next year.
No need to jump all the way
between parties, only far
enough to choose to vote on
eithet party's presidential primary ballot on Feb. 1.
Hurry, because the' deadline
was that day. Switch, because
votes cast by independents
could be pivotal, should it
become aclose primary contest
between McCain and the
Republican leader, Texas Gov.
George W. Bush.
The same is true, of course, in
the Democratic primary
between Bill Bradley and Vice
President Al Gore.
And the same theory holds:
PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC
That atruly independent voter
AT
in either primary is more likely
MARSHALL
UNIVERSITY
to support the challenger than
Providing
confidential
services,
by
nppointmenl only. to MU students and
the establishment candidate employees and lo members of lhe Huntington Community for:
Bush and Gore.
•Depression
•Job or School Stress
"Senator Bradley is appealing
••Anxiety
&Worry
•Habit
Disorders
(Smoking,
to alot of independents," McCain
Marriage/Relationship
Overeating,
others)
said at anews conference. "I am,
Problems
•
Child
Conduct
&
Leaming
Family Difficulties
Problems
too. So I think there may be a ••Test
Anxiety
•Other adjustment problems
kind
of
separate
contest
going on
for the independents."
In New Hampshire, that voter For further infonnation call The Psychology Clinic at 696-2772
category is growing. There are
about as many independents as
Republicans, and they outnumber registered Democrats.
Voter registration in 1998
was 272,217 Republicans,
272,134 independents, 203,257
Democrats. ·
Steven G. Avery, the state
representative from Dublin,
told Democrats in McCain's
audience of about 350 people
Friday that it was "the last day
for you to switch to independent so you can vote for John
McCain on primary day."
"Run to your town halls," he
urged.
In the five-candidate

there, although he will appear at a
Jan. 15 Republican debate in Des
Moines. The caucuses are Jan. 24,
and Bush is the favorite, as he is
in the New Hampshire polls,
although McCain has narrowed
the still-wide gap between himself
and Bush, with the other four
Republicans far behind them.
So McCain will have to overcome
the burden of aconceded defeat in
Iowa t.o catch, or convincingly challenge Bush in the primary.
Still, relatively small numbers can make abig difference.

STUDENT
LEGAL
••••AI
•D
FREE
LEGAL ADVICE
for
MUAttorney
STUDENTS
••••Hours:
•

Tuesday &Erlday
12:30 p.m.- 2p.m.
Located in MSC 2W23

696-228S

"This is atotally
different race. We're
bringing alot of
Democrats home."

Rep.D.-W.Va.
Bob Wise,
Summers counties and nearly
drew even in Wayne County.
In his three years in office,
Underwood has focused on
McDowell County for economic
development aid and has
pitched hard - hardball, his
opponents say - to win sup•
port from miners who are
angry at U.S. District Judge
Charles Haden U's decision.
Underwood ordered a freeze
in hiring and spending, predicting a downturn in th# state's
tax revenue as a r·esult of
Haden's ruling. He lifted the
order Monday after Haden
decided to delay his ruling.
"His administration didn't
seem to understand that the
decision was prospective, not
retroactive,"
said. "Before
you
order·Lees
across-the-board
spending cuts you want to know
the parameters of the decision.
He put everyone into atizzy."
Underwood must first beat back
challenges in the May 9GOP primary from Hughes Booher, president of the West Virginia High
Technology
and
Joseph
Oliverio,Association,
a painting contract.or in Harrison County.
Some Republicans
have complained
that Underwood
has
named too many Democrats t.o
state jobs and failed to pursue a

more conservative social agenda
that includes promoting the death
penalty and opposing abortion.
"A seated governor always has
abecause
problem
withinreally
his doesn'
partyt
the party
understand that agovernor has
broad limitations on his power,"
Moore said. "There are always a
good percentage of people who
are unhappy.'
But business leaders generally believe Underwood "has been
achampion salesman for West
Virginia," said Steve Roberts,
president
of thehard
business
group.
"He's worked
t.o ensure
fiscal stability within the state and
he's used his whole life's experience rooted in education and economic development on behalf of
West Virginia," Roberts said.
Steve White, director of the
Affiliated Construction Trades
Foundation,
a union
Chariest.on, said
the group
governorin
has failed t.o earn asecond term.
"I don't think we can take
another four years of Governor
Underwood," he said. "I think
he's been terrible for workers."
"He's emphasizing low-paying jobs for the numbers and
ignoring high-quality jobs,"
White said.
.,
Underwood and his foes agree
that mountaint.op mining could
dominate the campaign.
Cindy Rank of the West
Virginia Highlands Conservancy,
which brought the issue to court,
said the Underwood administration wanted
to ignore
the mountaint.op
removal
issue "and
hoped
it would go away."
"It has caused alot more trou•
ble than they thought," she said.

t:;!¢0:Q¢t J
Homes For Rent

Miscellaneous

2oA
floor 2BR
Furn.
Small
• Kit.Effie.
combo.
Al1l
Electric.URparking
Deck.
Clean.
offstreet
space.
1
Block
walk
to
campus.
$325/mo
+
electric&water.
522-4327

Free Baby
Box for+
Earn
$1200 Boom
Fundraiser
student
groups
organizations.
Earn
up
to for
$4&
per
MasterCard
app.
Call
info or visit
our receive
website.a
Qualified
free
baby callers
boom box
1-800932·0528
ext
119
or
www.ocmconcepts.comext 125
3.9¢$20
per=min.
$1Phone
O=241Cards
minutes.
497
minutes.
MasterCard/Visa
800-784-3382.
Spring Break
Free
Free 2000
Meals
Drinks.Trips,Jamaica,
Cancun,&
florida,
Barbados,1..
Bahamas.
Book
now
for
FRt:E
2
Free17 Trips
BookMeals
Before&
Dec.
for
lower
Prices!!
1
·800-426·7710
www.sunsplashtours.com

1815-7th
Ave.apt.Furnished
Kitchen. 1BR
carP.eted,
central
heat.
deposit &
least:$350+ut1lities,
No Pets. 5292838
Highlawn Apts. 1,2,3,4,5
BR
arrangements
or newly
whole
houses.
Some
remodeled.
Reasonable
Rates. 525-6255
Apartment
for Rent.Large
Across
from
newAllLibrary.
1or
2
BR.
electric.
$225
$455 per month. Call 529-or
3800
2
Female
Rommates
2
BRs available
in a1546
4wanted.
BR apt.
Close
to
campus,
Ave. $225 per person 6th
all
utilities
paid. Can 522-3383
10am- 5pm.
University
Courtyard
Sublease
available
Spring
Semester.
1furnished,
BR infor4
BR
apt.
Completely
very
Parking.
$380/
monthspacious.
includes
all utilities,
cable.
Will
payaskJanuary
call 696-1843
for Kim. rent.
Tired
of allRitter
the Roommates
&
noise?
Park.system
1BR
cottage
apt.
w/security
1
year
lease,
1
quiet,
mature,
non-smoker
preferred. No
pets.
3187 christian landlord. 522Travel Services

~
Browse
for
Springbreakic.P,t.com
2000". ALL

destinations offered. Trip
Participants, Student Orgs, &
Campus
Sales
Repshotels
wanted.&
Fabulous
parties,
prices.
327-6013Call Inter-Campus 800GO DIRECT!
#1 Internetbased
company
offering
WHOLESALE
Spring
Brea!<
packages
by Destinations!
eliminatinq
middlemen! A[L
Guaranteed
Lowest
Price!
800-367-1252
www.springbreakdirect.com

. •. • . ~.• •
Employment

•

•

~ ~

Now
HiringwillFull•Time
and
ParMime
you
around'
school work
schedule.
Earn
top
money
and
bonuses.
Hiring
hostesses,
waitresses,
mixers,Apply
dancers
and bartenders.
After
3pm
Monday
Saturday,
Sunday
after
6pm.
Lady
Godiva
sGentlemen'
Barboursville
736-3391s Club,
How
does
$800/week
extra
income soundprofitable
to you?
Amazingly
opportunity.
Send
selfaddressed
stamped
envelol)e to: International
1375
Coney Island Ave_.1
PMB
11230 #427, Brooklyn, NT
Now Herding
for
Night
Shift.
AllianceCompetitive
Researce.
Flexible
Hours!
Wages! Dress!
Paid NoTraining!
Casual
Sales!
Apply
today
Alliance
Research
301
9thWV
Street
Ste.
201
Huntington,
25701
Mon-Thurs
8am
-10pm
Fri.
8am
8pm -4pm Sat &Sun 11 am -

FORADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED
CALL
696-2273
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Atlantic to sponsor Web site
Pi Kappa Phi rides again for Bell
Siteto chroniclelife ofthe Rev. LeonSulUvan: socialactivist, educator
Push America philanthropy
Virginia native, is an African
American preacher, social activist and educator responsible
for leading international efforts
to promote nonviolent social
and economic change.
Born in 1922, Sullivan grew
up in poverty in Charleston. He
graduated from Garnet High
School and West Virginia State
College and has graduate
degrees from Columbia
University and Union
Theological Seminary.
He is known worldwide for
fighting for equal opportunity
and authoring the "Sullivan
Principles," an international
code of equal opportunity.
Sullivan's work throughout
country has not been widelytherecognized.
"This will be the first and only
Web site dedicated to the life
and work of the Rev. Sullivan
and will document a missing
chapter in African American history,'' said Adrian Lawson, general manager of Instructional

by JAMEY L. JONES
reporter

.• by TONIA SEXTON
reporter

Brothers of the Pi Kappa
Phi fraternity bicycled 52
miles for charity Saturday.
Fraternity members, alumni and friends traveled U.S.
Route 60 from the Capitol in
Charleston to the John Marshall statue on campus.
The trip began at s-a.m.
Chris McNeely, Boone
County senior and fraternity
president, said the $750
donated for the event will go
to the Push America National
Philanthropy for physically
disabled children.
Push America is the national
philanthropy of Pi Kappa Phi.
McNeely said Pi Kapps
nationwide will contribute to
Push America this year. It
was established by the Pi
Kappa Phi in 1977.
This was the fourth annual
ride"Push
at Marshall.
America helps fund
Push camps and play units
for children with disabilities,"
McNeely said. "Pl~ygrounds,
fully handicapped accessible,
are built by members of Pi
Kappa Phi.
"Pi Kappa Phi members,
here at campus, have donated
to Push America with 1,pe Push
ride alone, about $4000 during
the last four years," he said.
"We
this ridelessto empathize
with dochildren
fortunate
enough to be able to ride abike

photo by Tonia Sexton

Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity return to Huntington
Saturday from Charleston .

or even use their legs at all."
James Armstrong, Boone
County senior and fraternity
chaplain, said, "It is amazing
to see these guys riding miles
and miles for kids with disabilities."
McNeely added, "From the
early 8a.m. start in Charleston
to the sweat and pains of East
Pea Ridge in Barboursville, the
trip is worth the benefits of
helping children around the
country
and showing
theThis
heartsis
of the typical
'frat boys.'
an outstanding recognition by

Bell Atlantic is Jommg
Marshall University in a project to create an Internet site
chronicling the life and work of
the Rev. Leon Sullivan.
The Marshall University Research Corporation has received
$8,500 from the Bell Atlantic
Foundation. This financing
comes to Marshall for the second time.
The foundation previously
funded a$10,000 documentary
produced by the university
entitled "A Principled Man:
Rev."Rev.LeonSullivan'
Sullivan."
s life is one
that should be chronicled and
shared with all who treasure
freedom and opportunity, and
we intend to help make that
happen," said Dennis Bone,
president and CEO of Bell
Atlantic-West Virginia, in a
press release.
The Rev. Sullivan, a West

President may veto legislation
to raise minimum wage by 2002

all Greeks on fraternity row."
During the bike trip, Steve
McMillion, Charleston sophomore
said, "Ianddon'fraternity
t care ifmember,
I am a
mile behind. Don't pick me up
because this means too much
to me."
Pi Kappa Phi members
by TOM RAUM
arrived at the John Marshall
The Associated Press
statue at 2p.m.
Armstrong said as they
WASHINGTON - Another
rode down Fifth Avenue, the major
of Republican-supGreek community
showed ported piece
legislation is drawing a
appreciation
with awelcome
veto
threat,
this one a bill to
return.
raise the hourly minimum
wage by $1 over three years
while cushioning the impact on
businesses with $30 billion in
selected tax cuts.
Treasury Secretary Lawrence
Summers and Labor Secretary
Alexis Herman told House
Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-111.,
in a letter Monday that they
and other senior advisers to
gun into a public school. "For Bush started today at a President Clinton would recomany juvenile found guilty of a breakfast in tiny Dixville
serious gun offense, there will Notch, whose two dozen votbe alifetime ban on carrying or ers traditionally are the first
purchasing agun - any gun, to cast their ballots in New
for any reason, at any age, Hampshire's leadoff primary.
ever," he said.
He talked about fostering
If schools remain unsafe, he entrepreneurship, and cited
said, states and districts should as examples Neil and Louise
be required to give children the Tillotson, the owners of the
option of transferring to adif- luxury hotel and resort
where he stayed Monday
ferent school.
"When children and teen- night.
agers go to school afraid of "The federal government
being bullied or beaten or must be humble enough to
worse, it is the ultimate stay out of the day-to-day
betrayal of adult responsibili-, operationof local schools," he
ty," he said. "It communicates said. "It must be wise enough
the victory of moral chaos." to give states and school disIn his third major education tricts more authority and freespeech, Bush called for dom. And it must be strong
increased spending on charac- enough to requireproven perter education so schools can formance in return."
teach
"theasuccessful
moral landmarks
Bush'
s emphasis
on character
that guide
life." He edu
cation,
abstinence
educa- Lb.
listed these as respect, respon- tion and "zero tolerance" for
Tysonor Cold Kist Farms
sibility, self-restraint, family disruptive students echo
Fresh
Split
commitment, civic duty, fair- themes that have been prominess andcompassion.
nent in the governor's efforts to Chicken
In recent weeks, Bush was reform schools in Texas.
criticized by his opponents for The school safety proposals
skipping two candidate forums come after a series of school
in New Hampshire because of shootings, including the April
schedule conflicts. But aclose massacre of 12 students and a
call when atruck-trailer over- teacher at Columbine High
turned
in Littleton, Colo. Bush
Austin,near
Texas,his jogging
Mondaypath
didn'int School
said some of these problems
keep him away this time. Bush arise from muddled school polisuffered minor injuries to his cies that result in an atmosright leg and hip.
phere of confusion.

mend aveto if the legislation
isn't modified drastically.
The House is to take up the
measure in coming days.
The two Cabinet members
inade it clear they prefer
Clinton's version of a higher
minimum wage, which would
raise the $5.15-an-hour rate by
the same $1, but over two years
instead
of three.
it wouldn't include
the taxAndbreaks
for
businesses.
Summers
and
Herman
complained that the tax cuts
sought by House Republicans
were not supported by offsets in
other programs.
"The president has stated

Bush pr~sents education changes
during New Hampshire campaign
'

by WILL LESTER
TheAssociatedPress
MANCHESTER, N.H.
George W. Bush, challenging
the "moral chaos" that he said
is threatening America's
schools, today called for legislation to protect teachers from
lawsuits resulting from disci•
plinary a'ctions against students and for alifetime ban on
gun ownership
juveniles
found
guilty of aforserious
gun
offense.
''No childin America, regardless of background, shouldbe
forcedtotolearn,"
risk the
theirRepublican
lives in
order
presidential candidate said in
remarks prepared for delivery
today in Gorham, N.H.
The Texas governor called for
a zero-tolerance policy for disruptive behavior in America's
classrooms, and said teachers
should have the right to remove
persistently violent and unruly
students. Those children, he
said, should only be allowed to
return with the teacher's consent.
He proposed a Teacher
Protection Act to protect teachers and school officials who
reasonable rules from
"aenforce
junk lawsuit."
He
also
called forof fed
strengthening enforcement
eral laws
making it a crime to bring a

Television Services at Marshall
University, in apress release.
The Web site will be ahistoric
documentation of Sullivan's
efforts to end the practices ofsegregation and discrimination in
this century. It will list educational resources and links related to Internet sites on racial
diversity and astudy guide for
high school students.
There will be additional statements from the Rev. SulliYan
and video clips from national
civil rights · leaders in the
NAACP and the U.S. Congress.
The Web site should be completed in early 2000.
Bone said in a press release
that he is proud that his com,pany will play a part in this
educational Web site.
"Rev. Sullivan has given our
state and our nation so much,"
Bone said. ' I'm proud that Bell
Atlantic can play an integral
role in sharing his life and
achievements with the world
through the Internet."

repeatedly that, before we consider
usingaprojected
to provide
tax cut orsurpluses
for new
spending. we must put first
things first and address the
long-term solvency of Social
Security and Medicare,"
Summers and Herman wrote.
The principal version headed
for expected House consideration is sponsored by Rep. Rick
Lazio, R-N.Y., and is co-sponsored by nine others, including
fiveIt Democrats.
would raise the minimum
wage by 33 cents in April 2000.
another 33 cents in April 2001
and by 34 cents on April 1.
2002.
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ColdenRipe

Dole
Bananas

Breast

12Pack
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Community and Technical College Students

Announc~ng the opening of the
Advising Center
Located in the Lower Level of the Community College Building,Room BS

33-42 LoadPowder or 100oz. LIQUid 5i-:i.1
LaundryTide
Detergent s:~~~!:

Diet Rite or
RCCola

~

New Hours

Monday-Thursday
8:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Friday
8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Call 696-7047 to schedule an advising
appointment for pre-registration.
Students with appointments will be seen first.

34.5-39 oz.

Select Blend or
Kroger
Premium Coffee

Wisconsin
All Purpose
Russet ~otatoes
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~'The First Amendment does not
cover burping."
-Bart Simpson,
cartoon character
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1ragic crashes

1
'

Staff Editorial
The Daily Athenaeum
West Virginia University

(U-WIRE) MORGANTOWN, W.V.
Flying isn't all it's cracked up to be, at
least not anymore. An EgyptAir Boeing
767 crashed down in the Atlantic Ocean
on Sunday morning, claiming the lives of
217 people.
·
Earlier this week, golf champion Payne
Stewart and five other people crashed on
aflight from Florida headed to the PGA
Tour Championship in Houston.
John F. Kennedy Jr., his wife, Carolyn
Bissett, and his sister-in-law passed
away earlier this year when he piloted a
private plane that splashed down near
Martha's Vineyard.
The list goes on and on - and it shouldn't.
These horrific deaths ~re almost
always chalked up as freak accidents,
and after amourning period, the public
relations folks at the airlines spout the
comparisons between automobile deaths
and airline tragedies, claiming how
much safer it is to fly than to drive.
Just once, maybe, the airline operators
should take aserious .look at what went
awry. We all know that airlines work hard
to keep their airplanes functioning safely
and efficiently, that pilots undergo plenty
of training before they even see airtime,
that every precaution is taken and every
spare minute of time is used to prepare
the flight for asafe trip.
Generally, the airlines succ~ed.
When they don't, however, amajor
tragedy occurs - and there has to be a
reason.
An engine malfunctions.
The cabin depressurizes.
The pilot was incompetent.
In every instance, it's because an error
was made somewhere along the way
before the plane took off.
As far as regulations go, airlines are
almost impeccable. However, the preparations and actions of individual actors
in this process aren't always so accurate.
That's where these tragedies usually
occur. Of course, there are times when
real accidents happen, like afreak
mechanical malfuncti"on or athunderstorm disrupting aplane's computer.
When the engine suddenly blows out,
though, that isn't usually arandom
error. Either someone neglected to check
that engine thoroughly, or the engine
wasn't built sturdily enough.
It's those individual mistakes that
cost lives, that need to be corrected.
It's not up to the airlines to :monitor
that sort of incompetence or laziness.
It's up to every single person that
works on each plane.
Even when the shifts get late, when
the time is just crawling, when aworker
needs acigarette break, each worker
should work harder to make sure he or
she doesn't miss anything.
It's easy to complain about it in print,
but it's much harder to do in real life.
If it's done properly, though, it will
save lives.

Editorial ·

Please keep letters to the editor
no longer than 250 words. Longer
letters may be used as guest
columns at the editor's discretion.
All letters must be signed and
include an address or phone number for confirmation. Letters may
be edited for libelous statements,
available space or factual errors.

CAMPUS VIEW

Student grieves Learning second
over ·loss of
to money-making
Walter
Payton
Reading the Nov. 2edition of
It is really amazing how con- the student paper, Inoticed

nected aperson can become
with asports team.
You live the highs and lows
with them all through aseason.
Whether it is football, basketball
or any sport if your team is down;
most likely you are as well.
The world lost alegend
Monday
when Hall
of Fame
Chicago Bears
running
back
Walter Payton died.
Iknew he was sick and needed aliver transplant. Ialso
knew in the past few weeks he
had become very weak. Ijust
never imagined anything would
ever bring that man down.
Ido feel like something within myself died today as well.
From Brian Piccolo to "Papa
Bear" George Halas himself,
when amember of the Bears
organization passes, the legacy
and tradition of the "Monsters
ofWe
themay
Midway"
willWalter
grow. Payton
have lost
Monday, but "Sweetness" will continue to mn forever in our hearts.
- Jo~b Dellinger,
Pekin, Ill., sophomore

serve amore useful position in
society. Nearly all occupations
require written communication
skills, but most people lack necessary skills.
Why not call on skilled writers
to helpan instead
of shoving
into
educational
systemthem
full of
problems?
What could be at the root of
this English education problem,
though?
Could it have anything
to do with colleges accepting
remedial students, as an article
on Tuesday's second page
describes?
western society
views aBecause
college education
as a
prerequisite for agood job, students feel they must attend.
Also, institutions cash in on
necessities such as textbooks,
student housing and even
tuition itself. Learning falls
behind job-training
andlist.
moneymaking
on the priority
Because administrators cater to
students playing catch-up,
resources do not go to students
with atrue appetite for learning.
- Gregory W. Wheeler,
Barboursvil e sophomore

some problems
with thepage.
firstI
letter
on the Opinion
won't even stick my foot in the
whole homosexual discussion,
but will scomment
on Mr. ability.
Jackson'
lack of writing
While the initial sentence does
not
containphrases
any overt
colloquial
likemistakes,
"whacked
out"
only
stifle
the
writer's point.
In sentence two, Jackson
attempts to form acompound
sentence,
but thebutfirst
clause
forms
nothing
afragment.
While Ido not believe we
should crucify
someone them
for such
mistakes
or discourage
from
writing,
these
writing
lems hinder communication.probI
could
for allidea
of the
mistakes,
discernnot,aclear
in the
letter.
By the way, if one would like to
see the original
Parthenon'
s Webletter,
site. go to The
As an English major, people
often ask me if Iwish to teach.
Why pigeon-hole humanities
majors?
help
withMost
theirpeople
writingneed
thanmore
they
care
to admit. The need for
coherent writing leads me to
believe we "liberal artists" can

letters sent to Campus View must
not exceed 250 words. Opinion
pieces longer than 250 words may
be used as guest columns and published elsewhere on this paga.
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There is no reason to envy anorexia
by LISA MAREB
The Post
Ohio University
(U-WIRE) ATHENS, Ohio -

"You know, sometimes Iwish Iwas
anorexic."
The words
in my
ears
as Icringed
andechoed
my stomach
turned. Islowly turned around to
catch aglimpse at the girl who just
made acomment that made my
throatunpleasant
d1y up· andmemories
~y head ofspina
with
past Ihave tried to forget.
"I'm serious. I mean, those
girls
have so continued
much self-control.
I'm envious,"
the girl
seated at the table behind me.
Her friend nodded in agreement
between spoonfuls of ice cream,
fingerstightly
grippedandthemyedgefaceof
myMychair
flushed. Iforced myself to swallow
the mouthful ofDiet Pepsi Ialmost
spit out 20 seconds earlier. Iclosed
my"Lisa?
eyes and
adeep
breath. I
Hey,tookwhat'
s wrong?"
heard my friend ask from across
the table. Iforced myself to smile.
"Oh, it's nothing. Nothing at
all," Ireplied.
Unfortunately, something is
wrong. Something is drastically
wrong with our society when

BY MAIL

women actually envy a poten- about sneaking out of the house
tially
life-threatening
disorder.
before dawn
10 miles before
Something
is horribly
wrong school.
Thereto run
is nothing
glamwhen women actually admire the orous about lying to your mother
walking skeletons they see, \vish- at every meal, making excuses for
ing they had the same "self-con- why you aren't hungry and hiding
trol"
starve themselves,
mealisin your
napkin.
make tothemselves
vomit, to barelyto your
There
nothing
glamorous
survive
in
a
world
of
pain,
depresabout
pushing
away
your friends
sion and despair.
and loved ones because anorexia
Sure, some ofus look at Calista has become your new best friend.
Flockhart'
s skeletal
backcollarand about
Therecounting
is nothing
attractive
Courtney Cox'
s prominent
your ribs,
about
bones with disgust, but those lying on the bathroom floor, sobsame figures grace the covers of bing in pain and coughing up the
magazines
we buy andwestar
in the vomit left in your mouth after
television programs
watch.
you purge yourself of arice cake.
The same magazines that fea- There is nothing glamorous
ture "horror stories" of anorexia about looking at your rib cage,
continue to publish the latest diet bony knees and protruding hipand seeing only fat.
fitness trends
andmodels.
highlight . bones
aandglamorous,
waif-like
There is nothing glamorous
Our society considers anorexia to about your life when it is conbe attractive and glan1orous. Why sumed by nothing but self-hatred.
else are individuals complimented Malrn the most of your life, for it
on their weight loss? Why would a is too short to count calories, weigh
size zero even exist? Why would yourself and furiously exercise.
the san1e underweight celebrities Measure yow· success by the
we complain about smile back at work you do and the people you
us from the magazines?
touch rather than the size of your
Well, here's a news flash:
If, at the end of the day, you
There is nothing glamorous jeans.
can look in the mirror and smile
about an eating disorder.
contently, then you've succeeded.
There is nothing glamorous And that is what is glamorous.

t
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311 Smith Hall,
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Bradley proposal
misses the mark

by EVITA CASTINE
The Daily Iowan
University of Iowa
(U-WIRE) IOWA CITY, Iowa - The savings no one in Generations Xor Ywill ever
see. His attempt is heartfelt, but misses the
bull'
acoupleannounced
of inches.part ofhis platLasts eye
week,by Bradley

form
would
be to save
13.5 million
children
who live
in poverty.
Iflefttheunhelped,
the numbers
will continue to grow, while large numbers of
children
will continue to suffer from poverty.
Besides humanitarian
issues, there are many
other
long-term
hurt labor
the country
economically, likedamages
ahighly that
unskilled
force.
Low education is acomplementary good that
accompanies
poverty,
which
inevitably
leads
large numbers of people unable to pay taxes sup-to
portiug the
elderlyButin the
21st century.
Bradley'
s efforts;
children
are poorIapplaud
because
their mothers are poor. This slight overlook
makes me wonder ifhe really does know his constituwits.
Is this another
campaign can
tactic?begin
If the
lives :ofthewomen
improved,
to
fight
war on are
poverty
an1ongwechildren.
Single-parent families are the biggest indicator~more
of childthanpoverty.
In March
1996,housethere
were
10 million
of these
holds
with
children
under
the
age
of
Women run 82 percent of these households.18.
Single-parent
households
are sixtwotimes
more
likely to beSixty
impoverished
parent-households.
percent ofthan
all children
born
in
the
last
decade
were
born
to
singleparent homes. Much of this can be codtributed to high divorce rates, in which a
man's income will increase, while awoman"s
will decrease
following
inverse
relationship
is duea separation.
in most partTheto
wage inequality between the sexes. Bradley
has several proposals to fight poverty, which
onlyBradley
begin toproposes
scratch the automatic
surface. annual
increases in the minimum wage; the increase
from
to $6.15percent
would ofbenefit
women.$5.15
Fifty-eight
womenworking
out of
the
11.8
million
affected
by
the
increase
still
would earn lower wages than men.
Some of
these
women
are
working
full
time,
year
round and are not able to pull afamily of four
out of poverty. The 50-percent poverty line
falls
at $8,100;
of theseAlternatives
women fell
beneath
this 41linepercent
in 1997.
besides
increasing
crumbs
with
more
should be considered when working tocrumbs
ensure
higher wages for women.
If the standard of living can be increased
for women, wechildren.
can ensure alesser number of
impoverished
Eliminating child poverty should be the
goal
everybe candidate
for office.
It
shouldof not
used to drawrunning
more votes,
unless
one is really trying to change and dismantle
the system in which it was conceived.
liveignored.
in povertyThisareisaprobably
social ill
thatChildren
has longwhobeen
due to their inability to donate funds to a
campaign and receive fair representation.
Action
takenwhile
to traindecreasing
women forthea
changingshould
workbeforce
wage gap between men and women.
America cannot afford to leave such alarge
partcitizens
of the population
behind.depends
The survival
our
and our country
on it. of
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Herd,'Choose your seat day'

Thursday from 4-7p.m. fans are invited to Cam Henderson Center
to choose season tickets for seats that are still available for the 19992000 season. Prices for the season range from $155 for upper level
seats and $185 for seats on the lower level.
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Frizzo reaches milestone; Herd falls
by HOMER DAWSON

the record, she realizes the
important role her team has
played in her accomplishments.
"The record was really exciting," Frizzo said. "But asetter
can't have that many assists
without the team having good
ball control.
"I've been lucky throughout
my career to have played with
teams who can control the ball."
With 37 more assists this season, she will become the first
Marshall player to record 1,000
assists for four seasons.
The team has six MAC games
remaining before the conference
tournament.
"We want to get afew wins to
prepare for the tournament,"
Frizzo said. "We would like to
host a conference tournament
game."

reporter

Marshall's volleyball squad
returned home over the weekend for its-first home match in
four weeks.
The homecoming did not go
as planned for the Herd with
two losses.
Despite the losses, the weekend had a high point for
Marshall, as setter Nicole Frizzo
recorded the 5,000th assist of her
career.
With 42 assists in the match
against Bowling Green, the
senior from Kalamazoo, Mich.,
photo coonesy of Marshall spons ,nlormat,on now has 5,015 career assists.
the Marshall
Senior setter Nicole Frizzo Frizzorecordholds
for asingle match,
became the only Marshall player aassist
season
and
a
career.
to record 5,000 career assists While she is excited about
this weekend.

Against the Miami RedHawks
Friday, the Thundering Herd
started the mat.ch by winning a
tightly contested first game, lfr12.
After losing the second game
15-9, Marshall took a 5-0 lead
in the third game before losing
12 consecutive points en route
to a15-7Miami win.
In the fourth game, the
teams battled back and forth
with three lead changes and
three ties.
In the end, Miami came out
with a 15-8 win to claim the
match 3-1.
Wendy Williams led the
Thundering Herd with a
match-high 14 kills and a
team-high 14 digs.
Marshall head coach Steffi
Legall gave credit to Miami.
"They [Miami) didn't make

many errors and came ready to
play," Legall said.
The team did not come together like it usually does, Legall
said.
"We really lacked intensity
tonight," she said. "We came
out strong but seemed to lack
desire.
"It has to be a team effort
because that is what has carried us all season."
Sunday afternoon, the Herd
met Bowling Green in another
Mid-American Conference showdown.
Legall knew what kind of
team Bowling Green is and
what her team would face.
"They have strong hitters
especially from the back defensive position," Legall said.
"They are also very good defen-

sively."
Bowling Green showed its
strengths Sunday afternoon
with a3-0 victory.
Bowling Green held Marshall •
to a.146 hitting percentage and
did not hit below .300 in any
game.
Melissa Lewis, in a performance that would help land
her the MAC Offensive Player
of the Week award, had 22
kills and 11 digs to lead the
Falcons. ·
The loss dropped the Herd to
13-10 on the season and 7-5 in
the conference.
Wednesday, the Herd travels
to Kent for its next MAC
match.
Marshall will return to the
Cam Henderson Center Friday
to face Ball State.

Record
turnout
for
'
A
lum
Run'
Men'
s
soccer
ready
for
challenge
Race
draws
runners
of
al
l
ages
of MAC to~ent, coach says
by JEROD SMALLEY
reporter
In its final performance before
the Mid-American Conference
'Tournament, the Thundering
Herd took the bulls by the
horns.
The Marshall men's soccer
team defeated the Buffalo
Bulls 3-1 Sunday in Amherst,
N,Y. It was the final MAC regular season game for both
clubs before the conference
tournament begins.
Marshall began the scoring
at the 29:52 mark on aByron
Carmichael goal. Six minutes
later Ian Leggat scored off a
throw-in to give the
Thundering Herd a2-0 lead.
1t was much of the same in
the second half, as Marshall
dominated possession time.
Carmichael scored his second goal of the game at the
59:21 mark. Buffalo scored a
late goal on apenalty kick to
set-the final score.
Marshall head coach Bob
Gray said the Herd played well
against Buffalo.
It was one of our best efforts
of the year," Gray said. "All of
the lineup changes we made

seem to work."
With the victory Marshall finished the regular season with a
7-10-1 record, 3-3-1 in the MAC.
Now the _attention of the
team shifts toward the MAC
Tournament.
No. 4 Marshall will meet
Buffalo in the first round Friday.
The mat.ch ~is scheduled for a
1:30 p.m. st.ah.
"Buffalo was
an important
game for us,"
Gray said,
"because if we
would have lost
we may have
fallen to the
sixth seed."
Grayissaidlookhis
CARMICHAEL team
ing forward to
the return match with the
Bulls.
"We match up well with
them," he said. "Our goal for
now is to get past the first
round, which we have not done
the past two seasons."
Carmichael, afreshman from
New Jersey, leads the club this
season with 9goals.
"Against Buffalo he
(Carmichael) played the full 90

minutes for the first time this
season," Gray said. "He and Ian
Leggat have been making big
plays for us."
Buffalo finished the regular
season with a 10-6-1 record
overall, 3-4 in l\1AC play. The
Bulls are the No. 5seed in the
conference.
Marshall could face top seeded Akron in the second round.
Akron plays No. 8 Western
Michigan in the first round.
Marshall was defeated by
Akron Friday 4-1. The Zips are
the three-time defending MAC
regular season champions.
"They are alegitimate Top 10
team," Gray said of the Zips.
"They are very athletic and
well coached. Obviously, they
are the favorite to win the tournament."
The MAC Tournament's first
and second rounds will be
Friday and Saturday in Dekalb,
Ill.
In other first round action
Kentucky takes on Eastern
Michigan and Bowling Green
will meet Northern Illinois.
The champion will be crowned
Sunday afternoon at the home
site of the highest remaining

seed.

YOUR
YE:AR FOR A
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•Many Course Offerings

by MIKE KLUG
reporter

The weather for the fourth
annual "Wild Dawg Alum Run"
Saturday was ideal for runners.
"It was fantastic," Sharon
Stanton, assistant director of
intramural sports and fitness
activities said. "200 registered
and 176 ran. The turnout was
up 50 from last year. We had
great weather for the race."
"I thought blocking off traffic
went a lot better than last
year," said ROTC representative John Block. "We had aguy
working with us that had a
pickup truck with alittle flashing light on it.
"Once he got that going people
were pretty receptive to the fact
to not get in the inner lane, especially with the cones being
down.
"Huntington police and
MUPD helped out," Block said.
"Huntington police, basically,
took over major intersections in
downtown Huntington. MUPD
had the Hal Greer intersection
and l!lso part of the 20th Street
intersection on Fifth Avenue.
We had a lot of cooperation
from both of them."
People of all ages came out
for the race.
The youngest runner was
nine-year-old Nelson Ward who
finished 151st. The oldest runner was 65-year-old Don
Wilson who finished 74th.

The winner of the race was
Marshall student William
Byrnes, 22. His winning time
was 16:03. The top female finisher was Connie Young, 44.
Her time was 20:14.
The run was afamily gathering for Bill and Belinda
Woofter from Fairmont. The
Woofters said they came to
visit their daughter Lori, astudent at Marshall. All three ran
in the race. Lori, 20, finished
123rd; Bill, 46, finished 124th;
and Belinda, 44, finished
162nd.
"This was my first race ever,
with my parents," Lori Woofter
said. "My dad and I finished
together, like we were in the
Olympics."
"When Ifinished the race Ifelt
my age, 46," Bill Woofter said.
"To prepare for the race, we
ran the streets of Fairmont,
which is hilly," Belinda Woofter
said. "So, this was hard because
this course is flat."

photos by Mike Klug

TOP: Chad A. Beam, Charleston
senior, was one of 176 competl•
tors Saturday.
ABOVE: Racers complete the
5K 'Wild Dawg Alum Run' dur•
ing the fourth annual race.

•Classes Begin Jan. 3th
•Celebrating Our 63rd Year
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ONECOURSETHATCOULDCHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with acter and management skills. All
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC, the credentials employers look
an elective that's different from any for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
other college course. Army ROTC sophomores without obligation
offers hands-on training. Training and requires about five hours
that gives you experience and
per week. It will put your life
helps build confidence,char- ~°' "'• on awhole new course.

ARMY ROTC

THE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, visit 216 Gullickson Hall or call
696-6450

Musical theatre

Actors
both on through
and off campus
wiinl
takethethe
stagefromThursday
Saturday
Department
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s
producti
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ROTC dedicated to duty, honor, country
T

here are many directions in life, but for
Reserve
Officer
Training Corps (ROTC) students, commitment and dedication in and out of the classroom
add up to success later"in life.
ROTC provides many students an opportunity to learn
valuable life skills while pursuing an education and serving
their country.
"The focus of ROTC is to prepare you as·a leader, but it also
teaches you a lot of values,"
said Mark I. Hooper,
Burgettstown, Pa., graduate
student and cadet ~ major.
"ROTC helps you to develop
into abetter person, makes you
more well rounded and exposes
you to different environments."
For students who are uncertain about their future goals or
even for those with established
direction and goals, ROTC can
help prepare them for the
many uncertainties that exist
in life.
"ROTC is a very important
process," Hooper said. "It
builds leadership skills even if
you don't want to go on to active
duty. ROTC is going to help you
as far as preparing you mentally for the real world."
All cadets go through aregimen of physical and mental
challenges that prepares them
for several different career
paths through personal commitment.
"A day in the life is going to
vary," said Hooper. "Monday,
Wednesday and Friday are
usually our running times,
except for an hour when we do
physical training. For an hour
you come in and do push-up
and sit-up improvement, and
go run afew miles.
"Tuesday and Thursday are
usually big ROTC days.
Tuesday we have class and
after class we have staff call
where all the cadets get together and discuss different issues
such as extracurricular events
and things of that nature,"
Hooper said.
Many students have elements of their life that lack discipline and focus. That's where
ROTC is ready to step in and
provide the training and skill
that helps establish team and
personal focus to get the job
done.

6

story by
Joseph C. Thornton
provides the
training that a
lot of businesses
look for and it is
really focused on leadership, but that is what
the whole program is based
around," Hooper said. "Once an
employer sees that you went
through these leadership skills,
the employer can see that you
want to be a leader and take
charge, and that you have a
good head on your shoulders.
"ROTC is never going to hurt
you. It's only going to enhance
you through personal appearance, improvement and goals,
regardless of what direction in
life you take."
Excelling in the program
relies heavily on the individual
and the commitment he makes
to becoming aleader.
"Commitment, dedication,
physical stamina, and you've got
to have alot of common sense,"
said Hooper. "You have to have
the will to be here. If you don't
want to be here, then you're not
going to excel. It takes alot of
personal drive and desire. You
have to want to become a
leader."

LEFT: Hooper In battle dress uniform with M-16 rifle and load
bearing equipment.
BELOW LEFT: Hooper conducts pre-rifle marksmanship
In preparation for arecent
ROTC training exercise in
Huntington.

"You have to have the
will to be here. If you
don't want to be here
then you're not going to
excel. It takes alot of
personal drive and
desire. You have to want
to become aleader."
Mark I. Hooper,

graduatee student and ROTC Cadet

.~,.'... .
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Smith dares to try new genre with 'Daredevil' series
by EVAN BEVINS

reporter
Agood story is agood story,
regardless of what the medium.
Kevin Smith, writer and
director of cult hits "Clerks" and
"Chasing Amy," has proven that
by making the jump from the
silver screen to the funny books.
Smith wrote the first eight
issnes of Marvel Comics' new
"Daredevil" series. After the
original series finished at issue
No. 380, the book relaunched
with a new No. 1, under the
banner of "Marvel Knights."
"Marvel Knights" editors Joe
Quesada and Jimmy Palmiotti
drew and inked Smith's
"Guardian Devil" story, which
Recent reprint brings was
recently collected by Marvel
"Daredevil" comic books in atrade
paperback, "Daredevil
back to shelves.

Visionaries: Kevin Smith."
The book, which costs $19.95,
reprints all eight issues of
Smith's run and comes with an
introduction by actor Ben
Affleck and an afterward by
Smith.
If you are one of those people
who assumes comics are just
for kids, here is awarning - do
not take this story home for
your little brother or sister.
Smith spins an amazing tale
of suspense, love, loss and faith
starring the character known
to Marvel fans as "The Man
Without Fear."
As ateenager, Matt Murdock
was blinded after he saved an
elderly man from being run
over by atruck carrying experimental chemicals.
Although Murdock found the

accident had left him with
other abilities, his other senses
were enhanced to superhuman
levels, along with aradar sense
that let him "see."
Murdock fights crime in the
courtroom by day and as
Daredevil by night.
"Guardian Devil" opens with
Daredevil saving ateenage girl
and her newborn baby.
The girl shows up days later
at his law office and drops two
bombshells - she knows
Murdock's identity and her
baby is the new Messiah.
She flees, leaving Murdock
with the baby and many questions.
As he looks for answers, he
gets one more shock. Amysterious man comes to him, claiming the baby is the Antichrist.

Daredevil finds himself in
over his head, trying to find out
the truth about the baby, even
as his life, both in and out of
costume, is falling apart.
Smith displays an excellent
knowledge of Marvel history,
while weaving atale newcomers can enjoy.
He handles the dark subject
matter well, mixing in just
enough humor to keep things
lively. Smith also does a good
job of keeping the mastermind
of the story amystery.
But the most amazing part of
the whole story is the way
Smith handles religion.
After hearing about Smith's
latest movie "Dogma," I was
rather skeptical about Smith's
views on God. After all, the voice
of The Man Upstairs is provided

by none other than singer Alanis
Morrissette in the film.
But in "Daredevil" Smith
plays up the angle of the hero's
faith. How can Daredevil deal
with either of the child's possible
identities if he is not even sure
he believes in God anymore?
The struggle with his faith is
as important as the struggle
with his unknown enemy.
"Daredevil Visionaries: Kevin
Smith" is agreat starting point
if you have never read comics.
And if you are already afan,
it is your chance to read a
future classic.
And ifyou are like me, you will
enjoy seeing Smith's writing talent at work without the perverse
twists and turns of"Clerks."
After all, aren't comics just
for kids?

